Program 4
1 week Riding holiday in Patara
6 Days On Lycian way and beach Riding
1 Day resting
Hotel room Breakfast Lunch dinner
Transfer from Dalaman airport to patara to Dalaman
Price Per person : 670 €
Minimum Person :1
Antalya airport extra : 60 €

Horse Riding Patara Beach and Sand Dunes
2 Hour Beach & Sand Dunes Ride: Starting from our stables in Patara we pass through the forest on
level trails and when reaching the viewpoint from where we can see the ruins, we then travel down
to the main road leading to the beach. We pass between the ruins and then reach the sand dunes
before the beach, we ride over this stretch of sand to reach the beach. We can only ride along the
beach if it is not the season for the hatching turtles. You can also go into the water if you are a
confident rider ( however if it is the turtle hatching time, we will not go to into the water, we will
then climb to the top of the sand dunes and enjoy sunset or sunrise from there) after this we stop for
a rest. After resting we will start riding back over the sand, through the forest, past the ruins and
back to our stables in Patara.
Full Day Beach & Sand Dunes Ride: Starting from our stables in Patara we pass through the forest on
level trails and when reaching the viewpoint from where we can see the ruins, we then travel down
to the main road leading to the beach. We pass between the ruins and then reach the sand dunes
before the beach, we ride over this stretch of sand to reach the beach. We can only ride along the
beach if it is not the season for the hatching turtles. You can also go into the water if you are a
confident rider ( however if it is the turtle hatching time, we will not go to into the water, we will
then climb to the top of the sand dunes and enjoy sunset or sunrise from there) after this we stop for
a rest. After our rest we will continue riding along the beach to the river, here we will stop to swim
and barbecue, then we will take a ride along the beach or forest back to our stables in Patara.
Horse Riding along The Lycian Way
We offer 2 hour rides, half day rides, full day rides and 2-4 day trips along the The Lycian Way.
2 Hour Ride: Come with us and enjoy a relaxing ride, at a steady pace,along the Lycian Way . Along
the way you will have chance to enjoy the fantastic views of the whole beach of Patara and the ruins
including the amphitheatre,senate building,and the castle and so much more.Further along you will
pass through the beautiful pine trees and natural surroundings ending up overlooking Yala Bay and
Kalkan in the distance.Here we will have a short break to rest the horses and give you another
chance to take pictures and enjoy the scenery before returning to Patara.

Half Day: We ride through the forest along The Lycian Way with spectacular views.

Full Day: We leave from Patara in the direction of Kalkan travelling along The Lycian Way, we pass
through the forest and travel past the ancient ruins. After an hour we have our first break from
where we have a birds eyeview of Patara beach and the ruins, from here you can also see the Kalkan
Islands to your left. We then continue riding and before midday we arrive at Firnaz Bay to stop for a
swim, rest and a barbecue on the beach. We then ride back along the aqueduct to Patara.

